
WOODEN VERSUS ALUMINUM BATS

Aluminum bats started to appear in the s. They are about five ounces lighter than wooden bats and the barrels are
bigger. It's because aluminum bats are.

Many in baseball fear that modern technology is creating a "super bat," which will irrevocably alter the game
and endanger players. The company logo and model name are then branded into the wood. The goal: make
metal and composite bats perform more like wood bats, in regard to the speed of the ball coming off the bat
known as exit velocity. Aluminum bats started to appear in the s. Owing to this, the ball comes off the bat with
tremendous ease and the force generated can make the ball go farther than the maximum range of a wooden
bat. Batting averages and home-run production have gone up consistently at the college level as these
advances have appeared. How does higher batted ball speed translate to better performance? This is an attempt
to lighten the bat, and give it more spring or bounce," says Bradley. Furthermore, most of the energy
temporarily stored in the barrel is returned to the ball, and the energy which is lost in the bat compression is a
small fraction of what would have been lost in the ball if it had impacted a wood bat instead. The main
strategy has been "corking" the bat. Giordiano, Computational Physics, pp. Wood bat safety Wood bats are not
without their own concerns. Early gloves could last as many as eight seasons of full-time use, while modern
gloves may last only three seasons before needing replacement. Gloves became increasingly specialized.
Another word for bouncy is elastic, which means that when an object is deformed by an collision, it tends to
bounce back, returning the kinetic energy of the impact into motion in the other direction. A drastic change in
the game resulted: In , National League hitters hit home runs; in they hit  In roughly 10 seconds, the lathe
brings the new bat to life. Then, in the s, aluminum bats began pinging their way across diamonds and, almost
immediately, observers wondered if a batter's metal mattered more than his mettle. In the end, the performance
depends on the player himself, and not the baseball equipment. They were open-fingered, usually unpadded,
and lacked the web or pocket between the thumb and first finger by which we recognize a modern baseball
glove. There is also a legitimate concern about player safety because the ball is travelling so much faster. The
balance of power in baseballs shifted to the hitters, and pitchers resorted to guile to fool the batters: Spitball,
sinker, and knuckeball techniques were all perfected around this time as was scuffing balls with dirt or emery
boards. Others dispute the "juiced" ball theory, saying that during the same time period baseball authorities
outlawed tampering with the ball, depriving pitchers of some of their most effective weapons, and letting the
hitters have a field day. Most players wore gloves on both hands, with perhaps a bit of padding for the
catching hand. Because college players use aluminum bats, they can hit inside pitches for base hits. Greenwald
R. Players today may go through as many as six or seven dozen bats in a season. In a hollow bat, however, the
bat barrel compresses somewhat like a spring, when the ball impacts it. As time elapsed, more alterations were
made to the design of the bat.


